INT STAAR ACADEMY

BUS 2 SESSION 1 & 2 PICKUP AND DROPOFF TIME AND LOCATION

**Bus 2 Session 1 am Pickup**

- 06:15 AM --- Ferguson Elementary Driveway
- 06:20 AM --- Hyde Elementary Back Driveway
- 06:30 AM --- CFHS Front Driveway
- 06:40 AM --- Stewart Elementary side Driveway
- 06:45 AM --- Bay Elementary Driveway
- 06:50 AM --- White Elementary
- 07:05 AM --- Robinson Elementary

**Bus 2 Session 1 pm Dropoff**

- 11:10 AM --- Robinson Elementary
- 11:15 AM --- White Elementary
- 11:20 AM --- Bay Elementary Driveway
- 11:30 AM --- Stewart Elementary side Driveway
- 11:40 PM --- CFHS Front Driveway
- 11:50 PM --- Hyde Elementary Back Driveway
- 12:00 PM --- Ferguson Elementary

**Bus 2 Session 2 am Pickup**

- 09:45 AM --- Ferguson Elementary Driveway
- 09:50 AM --- Hyde Elementary Back Driveway
- 10:00 AM --- CFHS Front Driveway
- 10:10 AM --- Stewart Elementary side Driveway
- 10:15 AM --- Bay Elementary Driveway
- 10:20 AM --- White Elementary
- 10:30 AM --- Robinson Elementary

**Bus 2 Session 2 pm Dropoff**

- 02:50 PM --- Robinson Elementary
- 03:00 PM --- White Elementary
- 03:10 PM --- Bay Elementary Driveway
- 03:25 PM --- Stewart Elementary side Driveway
- 03:35 PM --- CFHS Front Driveway
- 03:45 PM --- Hyde Elementary Back Driveway
- 03:50 PM --- Ferguson Elementary Driveway

**ESL piggybacks**

**WBI**